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31st January 2014

By: Jeni Crone

Fandom is a powerful force. Young people, especially, look to fictional universes through which they can witness some
experience made meaningful in recognizing connections to their own lives. Or at the very least when the plots and characters
don't bore them, a certain spark further fueled by the potential to investigate the bigger ideas beyond surface value could lead to
a phenomenon. The most engaging book series, TV shows, and movie franchises leave fans with infinite ways to interpret,
discuss, and connect to the material. The most enchanted followers are then often inspired to further construct their favorite
fictional realms in virtual affinity spaces. Wired youth are expanding the internet with fan-fiction, fan-art, and social media
communities - becoming active participants in a culture. They are making things, they are communicating ideas, and it is a kind
of active learning they are seeking out on their own. 

"Every time a school says to a kid that what you value outside of school doesn't belong in the classroom, they also deliver the
opposite message: that what we do in this classroom has no value outside of the school." The PBS special Is School Enough?
[http://www.pbs.org/program/school-enough/]  highlights the stories of young people using the digital world to pursue their
interests and passions beyond the classroom, directing their learning experiences in ways that foster participation and
discussion, and affect change. Young people don't have to wait in line to be leaders. 

[http://philanthropicintelligencedotnet.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/harry-potter-alliance.jpg]

Abby, a senior in Chapel Hill, is a member the Harry Potter Alliance [http://thehpalliance.org/] . The organization founded in
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2005 uses parallels from the Harry Potter series to inspire fans to "act as heroes." Social media has allowed the group to grow
to reach international involvement. Abby received the first HP book for her 6th birthday, re-reading the series for years before
discovering the HP Alliance. Becoming engaged with social activism grew her passion for the books into something bigger than
she ever imagined. Lessons internalized from the books have motivated Abby to hold book drives in her community, campaign
for Warner Bros. to only use Fair Trade chocolate for their Harry Potter products, and support equal rights.

A membership in a fandom can be used as a jumping point for connecting with something greater. The Harry Potter Alliance is
active on Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter, YouTube, and even MySpace (just incase) - creating a problem solving network thousands
strong. It's the sort of informal learning that schools need to respond to and celebrate in order to ensure that students recognize
their role in continuing their own education and community involvement after graduation. 

How can we model well-loved phenomenons of teen pop culture for meaningful learning? 

 [http://justindrawingdead.com/wp-
content/uploads/2013/11/Hunger-Games.jpg]

TE@M Fellow, Kristina Gosh, has been helping to transform Dina Alikakos' 8th grade Language Arts classroom at William P.
Gray Elementary School into District 504 [http://atreein504.blogspot.com/p/what-is-district-504_17.html] , where The Hunger
Games trilogy is being used as a mentor text to compare and contrast with current events. 

Kristina's recent post with the unit overview [http://ccap-team.blogspot.com/2014/01/district-504-version-30-unit-
overview.html] 
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 [http://www.travelsworlds.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/tardis-
insidefrom-inside-all-saints-anchorsholme-otztrll5.jpg]

In a universe not too far away from the Wizarding World, Whovians have created an expansive fandom for all ages. Doctor
Who was originally conceived as an educational program using time travel to the future to teach science and to the past to teach
history. Today's reincarnation of the series is more driven by character development and offers many of the same lessons we
endear from the coming-of-age novels classically taught. 

Ten Life Lessons From Doctor Who [http://www.davidweedmark.com/archives/ten-life-lessons-doctor-who/] 

 [http://i1.ytimg.com/vi/B5Z4MOv4Vsc/maxresdefault.jpg]

If you spend any time at all with middle school kids, ever, odds are that someone has shown you the new exciting thing
they are building in Minecraft's creative mode. In survival mode the game can be framed to teach everything? 
[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RI0BN5AWOe8]  
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Resources for using Minecraft as a Education Tool  [http://www.edutopia.org/made-with-play-game-based-learning-
minecraft-video]

When we recognize the intersection between what is being taught in the school and what students are already learning
from the things that interest them the most, the student becomes a collaborator in designing an education they can
have ownership in. 
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